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Just somthing i wrote when i wasnt in a good mood lets say. if you read it and go WTF? then dont feel
bad cause i can gaurentee i will be saying the same thing tomorrow
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1 - Blowin off steam

Uh oh guess who?
step back I'm coming through
got a new bag of wicked rhymes
and there all aimed at you
 
I thought you were a peaceful girl but no
you had to go and cross the line
Just had to make me explode
 
erupt in a clouded rage
and you know its really strange
cause once upon a time
i had a line
that could make you stop on a dime
 
But now those are words i just simply refuse to use
Its not that i care its just a choice that i choose
it'll only start a fight that's pointless to begin
so just stop before you start, cause I'm just gonna let you win
 
you were my only star
look how far we've come
now i beat to a different drum
i have a new fuel for my fire
 
as I'm sure you do too
there's no doubt about that
although your life is your business
i wonder what stage your both at
 
is it kissy wissy lovey dovey
holding hands after school?
well i hope I'm not in your dreams
cause my dreams aren't of you
 
Maybe its all a mistake
maybe this is just 10 months of steam
but lets look at this for a second
its practically a dream
 
we don't talk we don't write
no more curseful chats or fights



no more sighing or denying
the reason why we were crying
 
guess I'm free of love at last
no more thoughts of the past
got no reason to cry any more
I got no heart to be torn apart
and got no feeling in my core
 
you say your hearts not broke
and that's the diff between you and me
while yours is still beating mines history
 
but that's ok I'm ok
got no complaints if you don't
still have nothing left to say
 
Almost been a year
since that disastrous day
got those poems of you in a sack
throwing my memory's away
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